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Some remarks on pseudocompact spaees

A topological space E is pseuclocornpact if it satisfies one of the follorving
equivalent conditions:

(Pf) Every continuous real function of E is bounded,
(P2) If /: Z -+ [0,1] is continuous, then /(,8) is closed ([10]),
(PB) Evory countable cozero-set cover of E has a finite subcover ([6]),
(P4) Every locally finite collection of cozero-sets of Z is finite ([6]),
(P5) Every continuousl) pseudometric of ,E is precompact ([5]).

Moreover, a uniformisable topological space E is pseudocompact
if and only if
(P6)'Every compatible uniformity of E is precompact ([B]).

We generalize (P6)' to arbitrary topological spaces and present
trvo conditions similar to (P5).

Proposition 7 E or (L topolog,icctl space
eclrc,iuulent:

(P) fr ,is pseuiloco,nxpcr,ct,

(P6) Eaery cont,i,n%ous uruifornt,ity ,f E
(Pi) Eaery cont,inu,ou,s pseudometrio ,f E
(P8) tuery continuoxLs pseudom,etric ,f E

fr , tlte followi,tt g coyt d,,ition s &re

'is precom,pact.
?'§ compctct,

r,s complete.

Proof : To prove (P) - (PG) u'e assurne (P). Let ?l be a continuous
uniformity of E. Since pseudocornpactness is preserved under continuous
maps, 'L(. is pseudocompact and, consequently, precompact by (p6),.
Obviously, (P6)-+ (P5). Ifence (P6)-+ (P). To prove (P) * (p7), we
again note that pseudocompactness is preserved under continuous maps
and then use the fact that a pseudocompact pseudometric space is compact
([7]). The implication (P7) + (Ps) is immediate. Thus it romains to prove,
e.g., that (P8) + (P2). Suppo*u 

"f 
...O -+ [0, l] is continuous. The equa-

tiola d,(r,g) : lf(r) - f(y)i defines a continuous pseudometric d,, which,

1) A pseudomotric (or uniformity) of a topological space (.8, z) is contirl,u@.ts
if it inducos a topology that is weaker tharr t,
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by (P8), is conplete. From this it easily follol's t'hat' f(E) is complete

and hence closed.
A subspace A of a topologieal space .D is C-embedd,ed, (C*-embeddeil)

if each continuous (and bounded) real function of .4 can be extended

to a continuous real function of E. Analogously, ,4 is P-embed'd,eil' (T'
embed.d,ed,) if each continuous (and. precompact) pseudometric of ,4 can

be extended to a continuous pseudometric of -8. Suppose A is a pseudo-

compact C*-embedded subspaco of a topological space E. By (Pl) A
is C-embedded and hence T-embedded, by Corollary 3'5 of l1l. X'inally

-4 is P-embedded by (P5). Thus rye haYe obtained a short proof of Theorem

3.7 in [9]. On the other hand, a P-ernbeddecl subspace is knov-n to be

C*-embeclded (tOl). Thus, for a pseuclocompact subspace, the notions of
P-embedding, T-embedding, C-embeclding a,ncl C*-embedding a,re all
equivalent. This remark can be usecl to avoid the cardinality assumption

in Theorern 3.6 of [9]. The reformulation of this theorem reads: a uniformis-
able space .E is pseudocompact if and only if it is P-embed.ded in BE.
This is proved as follows. A uniformisable pseudocompact space E is

C*-embedded and" hence P-embedded' fu pE, by the above remark. On

the other hand, a P-embedded. subspace is always c-embedded by Theorem

3.2 of [g] and hence pseudocompact (p-seuclocompactness is clearly in-

herited by C-embedded subspacos)'

The following proposition contains sonle modifications of

(Pg) ry f : E -> R is canti,nuous, then f(E) i,s compact (l4l),\

which is a combination of (PI) and (P2) and eguivalent to them.

Proposition 2 Tor a topologi,cal space E, the followi,ng conil,'it'i,ons are

egui,aal,ent:

(P) E 'i,s pseud,ocomltact,

(Prc) Il E' is a Lirfi,etöf (or ltar«compact) Tr-space and' f : E --> E' is

continuous, then f(E) 'i,s relatiaely compa,ct,

(PLI) If E' 'i,s a hered,i,tari,l,y Lind,elöf Tr-space anil, f : E --> E' 'i,s con-

ti,nuous, then f(E) is compact,

(Plz) If E' d,s a second, countable llr-sytuce antl f : E -> E' i,s continuous,

then f(E) 'i,s compact,

(P13) # E' 'is a uru'i,form space amd, f : E '--> E' is conti,TllcoLts, then f(E)
'i,s precompact,

{Pl4) Il D' is a conryilete uni,form space cnt'il, f : E -> E' is cont'inuous,

then f(E) i,s relati,ael,g comPact.

Proof : To prove (P)* (P10), IYe &ssume (P)' Suppose -E' is a Lin-
delöf (or paracompact) Tr-space anct / : E --> -E' is continuous. Since a

Ann. Acad. ,Sci. Fenniert'
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Lindeiöf Tr-space is paracompact, \r'e rnay assume that .E' is paracompact.
As a continuous image of a pseudocompact space, /(,O) is pseudocompact.
ft iseasily seen that the closure of a pseudocompact subspace of a topo-
Iogical space is pseudocompact. Thus fl71 is pseudocompact. As a closed

subset of a paracompact Tr-space, I@ is a paracompact Tr;-space.
Consequently, f@1 is compact (Corollary 2 of [7]). X'inally, wo note that
the relative compactness of f(E) is (in the Tr-space .E') equivalent to the
compactness of /1,8;. \{'e next prove (P10) -+ (Pf t). Suppose E' is a,

hereditarily Lindelöf Tr-space and / : E ---> E' is continuous. Then /(E)
is a Lindelöf Ts-space and hence (by (Pt0)) relatively compact in f(E),
i.e. compact. ObviouslS- (PIl)+ (P12)-+ (P9). To prove (P)- (Pl3),
assume (P). Suppose D' isa uniform space and f : E --->.O' is continuous.
Again, f(E) is pseuclocornpact and hence precompact, by (P6)'. Thus
we have (Pl3). (Pl3) irnplies (Pl4), since a precompact subspace of a,

complete uniform space is relatively compact. The final implication
(Pla)-+ (P) is trivial.

A family 'Ll is star-co,untable if each member of 'll intersects at most
countably many members of '11. The notion of star-countability can be
used to generalize the condition (PB).

Proposition 3 A toltol,ogical, sptoce is pseud,ocomytact i,f and, only if eaery
star-countabl,e cozero-set couer of the space has a ,fi,ni,te subcoaer.

Proof: Suppose .E is a pseudocompact topological space and 'V is
a star-countable cozero-set cover of E. For each V en we define
inductively

,so( r) - Tr ,

^s"+rg) 
,::- u {{J e.l/ iu n §"(r) + o},

§-(n : 
,,Y.,, 

s"(Y) .

.s --- {§,,(r) i Y € ')/} ,

ft is easily verified that J is a discrete open cover of E. .S is finite by
(Pa) (note that each rnember of 5 is closed and open, hence a cozero-set).
On the other hand, the star-countability of ?/ implies that each member
of 5 is a countable union of members of 9/. Hence 7 itself is countable
and, therefore, has a finite subcover. The converse is obvious (by (PB)),
since a countable cover is always star-countable.

A topological space E is li,ghtly cortpact if every locally finite collection
of open subsets of .E is finite or, equivalently, if every countable open

Let
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cover of Z has a finite subfamily the uniotr of 1r'hich is dense. The proof
of Proposition 3 applies also, mutatis mutandis, to the case of a lightly
compact space. Thus, a topological space -E is lightly compact if and

only if every star-countable oper covel of Z' has a finite subfamilS' the
union of which is dense.

A lightly compact space is necessarih' pseudocompact (by (Pa)). The

converse is known to hold for completell- regular §paces but not for com-

pletel;r Hausdorff spaces (t101). \\re give an example of a regular non-

lightly compact space which is pseucloeompact. In fact, ever1, continuons

real function of this space is consta.nt.

suppose x is any regular space e\:erJ continnous real function of
which is constant (e.g. that of [8]). Let E: X X N (N is the set of
non-negative integers). As a procluct of trvo regular spaces, -E is regular.

suppose a and b are two different, fixed points of x (note that x is

necessarily infinite). For each n € N rve identify the points (a,2n), (a',2n!l)
as 'rvell as the points (b,2n!l), lb,2ti2) of. E. Lel E' ba the resulting

space rvith the identification topology. suppose Ä' is the canonical mapping

from t onto E'. Now ä is a closed mapping, since ft* (k(A)) is closecl

for each closed ,4. Hence ,E is 'Ir. To prove that E' is Tr, x'e take a
point k((r, n))e E' and an open neighborhoocl T' of k((r,n))' \Yemay
assume that, n is even. The case 7: ${rt, å} i-s straightforrvard' Suppose

then r : a. Since ,U is regular, the point, (a,rz) has a closed neighbor-

hood Ar and the point (a,n-yl) a closed neighborhood Az so that
ArU A2c k' (V',) - {(b,n), (b,%+i)}. obYiously, k (Int (/r) U Int(Ar))
is open. Hence k (ALU Ar) is a closed neighborhoocl of lc ((*, n)) such

that k(ALU Ar)cV'. Consequently, f is regular. To prove lhat E'
is not lightly compact, we choose arr open non-voicl subset ti of x such

that, a I U and b e U. Then the infinite open familS'

{k (U ).' iri,}) ru € N}

of .E' is locally finite and, consequentlr-. -E' is not lightly compact' We

finally note that e contiiluous leal fuuctiou of E' is constant on

each k (x x {n}) and hence, bv construction. constant on the 'ivhole

of E'.

In the following proposition rve present sorne simple properties of lightlSr

compact spa,ces.

Proposition 4 Let t be a topok',gical sp«ce.

(L) If A c E i,s li,ghtly conlpact, so is Ä,
(2) If E 'i,sTrand, A c E i,sl,i,ghtly compact ancl Lindelöf ,then A is closecl,,

(3) If E i,s l,i,ghtl,y compact artiL Tr, then it is Brtire.

Ann. Åeacl. Sci. Fennieru
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Proof : (1): Suppose {Vt li < r} is a countable open cover of Ä.

Since ,4 is lightly compact, the open cover {1t,n A li <t't} of ,4 has

a finite subfamily tvtn a li <nj the union of which is dense in A.
The union of the family {V; I i z=n) is easill- seen to be dense in Ä'
(2): Suppose there exists an a e Ä - A. For each :r e A' let U" and

V, be open subsets of .E such that r €U", o ( f"... and Ll*(1 V": O.

Since /. is Lindelöf, there exists a countable A' c A such t'hat A c U

{U,lreA}. By the light compactness of A, there is a finite A" c A'
such that AcU{41*eA'}.The set V:n {I/',r€,{"} isa,nopen
neighborhood of r, which does not meet A- siuce tr/ i U*: A for
each r e A". This contradiction shows that A is closed. (3): Suppose
(Jo, fJr, . . . is a sequence of dense open subsets of E. To prove that'

f}r.-[J* is dense we consider an arbitrary non-void open subset Lt of E.

Since [/ n Uo + O arld. .E is Tr, there exists arl open non-void ,40 such

that \c u n uo. we assume, for an induct,iYe construction, that
A0,...,"Ao are opennon-Yoidsubsetsof E suchthat -G c AiflUnUo
n...n U, for each i, <n. Since,4,n Un LroO. ..nU" *O, there
exists an open non-void .4,*, such fhaf T*rc A^n U Uon . . . n U".

The light compactness of t implies now CI z=fi,.r,,,Trcu O O,.- U,'

Consequently, f)r.o, Ui is dense. Thus we have pro'i'ecl the Baire property
for E.

Arens and Dugundji (t2l) have proved that for a Tr-space each of
the following conditions is equivalent, to countable cornpactness:

{A) Every infinite open cover of the space has a proper subcover.

(F) Every infinite subset of the space has an accunlulat'ion point.

The Tr-assumption is essential as is seen from the follori'itrg examples.

Atfirst, let E: N withthetopology {{0, 1,.'.,n.s\ ru€ N}. Obviously,

-o is To. .E is also T4, since no two non-void closecl subsets are disjoint.
It is easily verified that E satisfies (A) but is not countably compact.

It, may also be noted l]nat, E is lightly compact. since eYery no[-void open

subset of -E is dense. Thus a lightly compact Tr-space neecl not be countably
compact. The topological sum of an infinite coller:tion of copies of -o is

a To-space satisfying (x') but not (A). On the other. it is kno§'n that eounta-

ble compactness implies (A) and (A) implies (F).

The following lemma will be needed later.

Lemma 5 A Tr-spaoe satisfyi,ng (A) i,s countably tompact.

Proof : Suppose .E is a Tr-space satisf.ving (A). Let Do be the To-space

associated with E. rt is easily seen that ,Eo is still a Tr-space satisfying
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(A). But being To, Z'o is T, and, therefore, countably compaet. ft follows
that also .E is countatrly compact.

The condition (X') can be strengthened to a form equivalent to (A).
To see this we introduce a new concept. A point p of a topological space

ä is an m-uccumulati,on point of A c E tf card (U n .4) > n for each
neighborhood U of p.

Proposition 6 Let fl be a topologi,cal, space. Eaah of the followi'nq con-

il,i,ti,ons 'i,s equiualenf äo (A):

(Al)" Eaery i,m,fini,te suhset "fa fixed, 'integer),

(A2) iluery i,nf i,ni,te subset ,f
'integer ?L 7 2,

(AB) fruery discrete fant'ily ,f
(44) Euery discrete frumi,ly ,f

c&rcl (Vt fi {A

Suppose b is a, 2-accumulation point

E h,as a,7?, ?L-acc'unullat'ion point (n, > 2 'i,s

fr has o,v?, vL-cuccumul.,at'ion point fo, ea,cft

subsets ,f E 'i,,s fin'ite,
closed subsets ,f E 'i,s f i,nite.

Yj)) - lc-L'

the infinite set' {bt I i ( ar}. The

Proof : We at first prove (A) * (A4) and, therefore, assume (A). Suppose
.'Å : {Ai I i < rt} is an infinite discrete collection of closed non-void
subsets of .E (indexeil rvithout repetitions). \Ye define for each i, < lt

T'; : Aj

Since d is locally finite, the set Ui*, Ai is closed and hence Z; is open.
It is easily verified that {Vtli, <4} is an open cover of -E having no
proper subcover, a contradiction. The implication (Aa)-+ (43) follows
from the fact that tho closures of the members of a discrete family form a
discrete family. To prove (AB)-+ (A1)" we assume (A3) and use induetion
to prove (Af )". If ,{. rvere an infinite subset of -E having no 2-accumulation
points, then the famil.v { {a} I a e A} 'would be discrete, contradicting
(AB). Hence rve have (Al)r. As an induction hypothesis \ve assume (Al)o-t
(k > 2). X'or the reductio ad absurdum, we take an infinite set A C E
rvhich has no fr-accumulation points. Using the induction hypothesis we
can select a (k-l)-accumulation point öo of / and an open neighborhood.
Yo of öo such that card (Von A) : lc'-L. Now, the induction hypothesis
can be applied to I - 70. Suppose å, is a (lc-l)-accumulation point of
A - Vo anrl 7, is an open neighborhood of å, such that card (7, fl
(A - VoD : k-1. Inductively, we can construct an infinite sequence

bs,b1,... of (fr-1)-accumulation points of -4. such that for each i, <at,
bi e V; and

E-U
i+i:

U
j<i

of
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point ö is not a k-accumulation point of A and, therefore, has an open
neighborhood 7 such that

cafi. (V n A) < k-t.
Using the definition of b we can select ö; € 7 and å; € 7 such that
e.g. j <i. But the definition of b; and bj implies card (%n7n
(A - V)) > k-I and card(Vin V n A) >k-1, rvhence card (V n 4 >
card (%nVn @-V)) f card (VjnVnA) > k-t+k--L > k,
a contradiction. We next prove (Al)r+(A). Suppose {Vtli <rt) is an
infinite open cover without a, proper subcover. The sets

Ai: il

are non-void and pairwise disjoint. Consequently, if n'e pick out one point
a,i from each Ai, the resulting set A : {ai i i < rt) is infinito and,
therefore, has a 2-accumulation point a. Since {Vrli < 4} is a cover,
thereisan,i suchthat a€7r. But card (Yrnl) :I, acontradiction.
The final equivalence (A) * (42) is now obvious.

Arens and" Dugundji (t2]) have also shown that each point-finite open
cover of a space satisfying (A) has a finite subcover. Hence (A) implies
the following condition:

(L) Every locally finite open cover of the space has a finite subcover.

The condition (L) is, by definition, weaker than light compactness
ancl is equivalent to it in Tr- (or Tu-) spaces. An example of a non-lightly
compact To-space satisfying (L) will be given on pa,ge 10. Since (L) implies
(P4), we conclude that (A) implies pseudooompactness. tr\'e are going to
prove the converse for Tn-spaces. X'or this purpose we need the following
simple lemma, which also demonstrates the superfluousrless of a notion
of a countably collectionwise T*-space.

Lemma 7 A topologi,cal space E i,s Tn if ancl, only i,f i,t satisfdes the

cond,'i,ti,on:

Ior eaery aountable d,isuete fami,lg {4 | i, < a} of closed, subsets of
E there i,s afami,ly {Utli, <@} of pairwise d,i,sjoi,nt oyten subsets such
that Ai c Ur for each, i, < a.

Proot: It suffices to prove the necessity. Suppose {Lli <al is a
countable discrete family of closedsubsets of. E. Thesets U1arA1 and

Uirt Ai are closed and disjoint. Hence they can be separated by disjoint
open sets Vr) Ui<rAt and W;) Ui>i41. Let Uo: Vo and U,+t:
V^+tQ Oi.^Wi. Then {Urli < a.r} is the required family.

UVij+i
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Proposition I Ä ltseutiocompact Tn-space sati,sfies (,\).

Proo!:lVe shou'that the condition (Aa) is fulfilled. Let {A;li, <ot}
be a countably infinite discrete family of non-void closed subsets of a
pseudocompact Tn-space E. Lemrrra 7 can be used to establish a collection

{Uli (ro} of pairwise disjoint open subsets of -O such that A;cUi
for each i 1o. The family

'Ll : {Ui I i < c,t} U {E - .U,At)

is clearly a point-finite open cover of .&'. It is well known that a point-
finite open cover of a Tn-space is shrinkable, i.e., we a,re able to select

a,n open cover {Vt', i 1t,} of E with the property that 4 c I}t for
each i(co, ancl T,cn - 1J,.,, Ai. Again by the'In-property, the sets

Yt(i <ar) can be extended to cozero-sets .l[; (d < r) in such a way that
the family ?Z : {Å-r I i (a|" is still a refinement of '/1. But, being
a countable cozero-set cover of the pseudocompact space -O, ?1 has a

finite subcover, rvhich is. obviously, impossible.

From the above proposition it can be concluded. that for T*-spaces

the conditions (A) and (L) are both equivalent to pseudocompactness.

Yet a pseudocompact Tn-space need not be lightly compact (and hence

not countabl5r compact), which is seen as follows. Let' E : N x {0, 1}.

The points (n,l) are defined to be isolated, and a neighborhood of a
point (tt.,0) isdefinedtobeanysubset of E containing ([.],=, {i}) x {0, 1}.

We at first note that E is Tn, since no tlt'o non-void closed subsets are

disjoint. Clearly E is To. E is not lightly compact, since the infinite
open family {{(rz, I)} ; tt € N} is, obviously, locally finite' To see that
.O satisfies (A), rve take an arbitrarv infinite open cover n of E. Let
V e 1!. If {V} is a cover, there is nothing to prove. Suppose lher. V * E.
Since 7 isopen,thereis an ne N suchLhal (n,0)eV. Foreach m)ru
we choose a V^ e 1' such that (m,0) e '['^. The family {V* | m > n}
is a proper subcover of 9/.

We no'rv have the following relations: A countabll' compact space

satisfies (A) and the converse holds for Tr- (Lemma 5) but not for Tn-

spaces. (A) implies pseudocompactness ancl the conYerse holds for Tn-

but not (by Lemma 5) for Tr-spaces. Especialh', a pseudocompact Tn-

and Tu-space is countably compact, but neither Tn- nor Tr-assumption
can be omitted. X'urthermore, we have shotvn that the class of pseudo-

compact Tn-spaces properly includes the class of lightly compact Tn-spaces,

which in turn properly includes the class of countably compact Tn-spaces.

University of Helsinki
Helsinki. Finland
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